Way too little math, Too little math, Just right, Too much math, Way too much math
Textbook: Mankiw

Not used  Useless  . . .  Useful  . . .  Very Useful
Readings from the Web

Not used       Useless             . . .             Useful             . . .         Very Useful
Lecture Outlines

Not used | Useless | . . . | Useful | . . . | Very Useful

Legend:
- Not used
- Useless
- Useful
- Very Useful
WSJ: Assignments

Not used | Useless | . . . | Useful | . . . | Very Useful

Bar chart showing the distribution of assignments with categories from 'Not used' to 'Very Useful'.
Office Hours: GSI

[Bar chart showing categories: Not used, Useless, ..., Useful, ..., Very Useful]
Course Web Site

Not used       Useless             . . .             Useful             . . .         Very Useful
Q&A on the Web

Not used | Useless | ... | Useful | ... | Very Useful
---|---|---|---|---|---
Usesful
Study Guide
Likely Major

Econ | BBA | Unknown | Other LSA | Other non-LSA
Do You Plan to Take More Economics?

Yes

No
Why Did You Take This Course?

- Econ Major
- BBA Program
- Org Studies
- Needed Credits
- Like 8:30
- Other

[Bar chart showing responses to the question]